Minutes of 11-29-2005 SW_Arch WG meeting
--------------------------------------------------------------1. Brief Notes
- Jeffery(JT) and Dave (DH) will analyze our R1.0 release procedures and propose
actions we can take to improve for R1.1. JT/DH will report on this work in the 12/21
meeting.
- Yang (YY/JT) is doing the WMS xml input to support the ETD application in R1.1. It
should be noted that this is not a general editing capability. We discussed how we want
to handle general editing of objects in Fedora (i.e. via WMS or via an xml editor or both).
YY/JT will propose a method for doing this to be reviewed by sw_arch and the steering
committee.
- Our major dates for R1.1 are: code complete on 1/13/06, begin system test and MR
fixing on 1/16/06, deliver tested system to Dave on 2/6/06, R1.1 publicly available on
2/13/06. Specific content for R1.1 can be viewed at
http://www2.scc.rutgers.edu/targetsreport/ (scroll to Target #21)
- It was recognized that we need to improve communication within the WG and also
between the WG and the steering committee. Improved document management
procedures would help. We'll also copy the steering committee on minutes from the
sw_arch group.
- Note that Yang could not make this meeting and he will have to review the new tasks
assigned to him.
2. New tasks for R1.1 (Target #21)
- WMS upgrade to V1.1 metadata (YY)- 1/13/06
- Mapping of Mopix database to WMS (YY)- 1/13/06
- Rutgers Electronic Archive (REA) website (Shaun) - 1/13/06
- EMM updates (JK)- 1/13/06
- ST delivery of R1.1 to DH (KA)- 2/4/06
3. Action Items
- Ron will send the draft requirements for statistics reporting to sw_arch
- Kalaivani will send out the revised V1.1 metadata spreadsheet
- Ron will write an architecture MR for general editing capability for objects in the
repository
- Isaiah will add the new targets to the target report

